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COPYRIGHT INFORMATION 
 This FAQ is ｩ 2000 by Mike Skubna.  
San Fransisco Rush 2049 ｩ 1999 - 2000 by Midway. All of the  
characters, items, and  everything else about this game is ｩ Midway.  
I am in no way  related to Midway, nor do I have anything to do with  
Midway.  

If you want to put this FAQs on a public or private site, I give you the right 
to do so under three conditions: (1)This FAQs mush show credit and the correct 
credit (2) This FAQs must not be altered, and (3) This FAQs must be for non  
profit. 
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==================================================== 
1. Updates
------------ 

Version 1.00 - 10/06/2000 
First Public Release. A good 75% of the coins have been found! 

Version 1.01 -  
>Shranked the amount of characters so it fits in most resolutions. 
>Coin Update 
     Track 1 - Gold Coin 7 and 8. Whew one track finish. 
     Track 2 - Silver Coin 6, Gold Coin 6 and 7 
     Track 3 - Silver Coin 7, Gold Coin 7 
     Track 4 - Silver Coin 6 
     Track 5 - Gold Coin 1 update 
     Track 6 - Gold Coin 8 
     Added a secret Stunt area in track 2 
     Secret Cars Update 
     Update Code 

Version 1.02 -  
>New Update 
   Track 5 - Gold Coin 4 and 5 
   Secret area Track 5 



>Added the Dreamcast version into the FAQ 
  Codes for Dreamcast version have been added 

Version 1.03 
>New Updates 
   Track 2 - Gold Coin 8, Silver Coin 7 
   Track 3 - Silver Coin 8 
   Track 4 - Silver Coin 7 
   Track 6 - Silver Coin 6 
   Secrets update 
   N64 Codes Update 

Version 1.04 
>New Update 
   Track 5 - Gold Coin 6, Silver Coin 7 
   Track 6 - Silver Coin 7 and 8, Update Gold Coin 3 
> Table of Content 

Version 1.05 
>New Updates 
   Track 2 - Silver Coin 8 
> High Scores 

Version 1.06 
>New Updates 
   Track 4 - Gold Coin 8, Silver Coin 8  
   Track 5 - Silver Coin 8 
   Secret Cars 
>Added the track names 

Version 1.07 
>New Updates 
    Track 5 - Gold Coin 8 
    !!!All coins collected!!! 
    Glitches 

Version 1.08 
>New Updates 
    High Score 
    Codes - Dreamcast 
    Codes - N64 

Version 1.09 
>New Updates 
    No Player High Score 

==================================================== 
2. Coin Guide (the meat of this faqs) 
------------------ 

Rush 2049 has many secret coins in its tracks. Some are easy to get  
while others involve some insane and precise driving. Both systems  
include the coins in the same place. Most of the coins I have  
collected so far can be found in this guide. Remeber that you get  
secret cars for collecting these coins. You can also show off your coin  
welth to others. 

List o' Coins 
Track       Silver      Gold             Total 
------------------------------------------------- 



1             8!    C    8!              16/16 
2             8!    O    8!              16/16 
3             8!    M    8!              16/16 
4             8!    P    8!              16/16 
5             8!    L    8!              15/16 
6             8!    E    8!              16/16 
                    T 
                    E  

* = this symbol next to a coin represents that I have not actually  
    gotten the coin. 

------------------------------------- 
>>Track 1 - Marina 
------------------ 

Silver Coin 1 
When you start the race stay on the left side and look for a tunnel. Your  
first coin is waiting there. 

Silver Coin 2 
Once you get out on the tunnel stay on the right side. You will pass a  
gas station then you'll see office doors. Run in there and drive over the  
fountain inside for the coin. 

Gold Coin 1 
After you get silver coin 2 continue on. Keep you speed to about 35 mph. 
You should fall out and pick up a gold coin. 

Gold Coin 2 
There is a another gold coin on the otherside of the track of Gold Coin 1. 
You'll have to go back up the track  and make the 'big' jump to get it.  
Just stay in the middle of the track and make yourself face alittle to the  
left. Its not as hard as it looks. 

Silver Coin 3 
After the jump you'll go through a tunnel after you exit the tunnel head to 
the right and look behind the building. Another Silver coin. 

Gold Coin 3 
After you collect Silver coin 3 stick to the right on the track. You should  
eventually see a tunnel with cones in front. Head in and make sure to hit 
the switch. When you get inside follow the tracks left. You should find a 
gold coin sitting there. 

Silver Coin 4 
Once in the tunnel head to the tunnel in the left. It should take you back  
outside. When you jump you'll collect another silver coin. 

Gold Coin 4 
If you made the jump just continue on the road to find a gold coin.  

Silver Coin 5 and 6 
After the loop and landing back on the main road start driving in the  
wrong direction. Before you reach the reactor tunnel you should be able  
to find a number of coins. Theres a Silver coin to the left and another  
silver coin to the right.  

Gold Coin 5 



Now head through the reactor tunnel and stay on the left. Head towards  
the blue ramp and you should land on a blue platform with the gold coin. 

Silver Coin 7 
Now turn back around so your faceing the right way again. Stay to the  
right where the office building is. Between the outdoor elevators is a  
small opening. Theres the silver coin. 

Gold Coin 6 
After that turn around to face the right way again and look for a switch  
to the right. Once you hit the switch stay to the left side. You should  
eventually see a tube like opening. Go in it for another gold coin. 

Silver Coin 8 
At the start of the race again stay to the right side. You should find  
some buildings. Behind one is the silver coin. 

Gold Coin 7 
Play the track in reverse and go into the subway near the beginning 
of the track. When in the subway stay on the left side and after the 
left turn the coin should be strait ahead. 

Gold Coin 8 
At the start/finish line turn around and go to the wall on the right. 
There will be small openings and one of them has the final coin. 

---------------------------------------- 
>>Track 2 - Haight 
------------------- 

Gold Coins 1 and 2 
As you start the track head to the grassy area. You should find a small  
road there. Before you past the remote building to the right there should  
be a gap to the left of the road. These coins are very tricky to get. Get  
some ramming speed and try to gently touch the concrete in the middle.  
You should end up being on 2 wheels and slide into the vertical crack.  
2 gold coins await. Have patice with this one. Its hard but possible.  

Silver Coin 1 
Staying on the side road where Gold Coin 1 and 2 are gain some speed  
and hit the switch. A Platform will rise and you will make a jump to a  
building in front. Keep going and jump again to the grassy hill. Now stay  
to the left side. You should see a set of tire wheel skids. Just keep your  
speed and line up to them. You should fly towards the right side of a  
windmill. You'll see the coin but watch out for the propellers. 

Silver Coin 2 
After you pass the long straight away with the many buildings. Turn left  
just before the lake. Keep going straight to the wall then turn left. 

Gold Coin 3 
Get back on the main road and keep going. You should pass the gas  
station thats on the left. Now look for a switch on the right side. Hit it  
and move back to the left. You should see a passage. Keep going and  
run through the windows. Now stay inline with the dirt road and jump  
on a coveyer belt jump pad. You should be flying a see a hanging  
platform over the freeway. Get in there and stay to the left and hold the  
brake. If you manage to stay on the left side of the conveyer belt go to  
the end and fall off to another floating platform. There it is. 



Silver Coin 3 
After that go back on the freeway and turn around. Gain speed and  
jump the tall ramp to the right. You should come to a cave with green  
lights on the ceiling. Follow them and the coin is there at the top. 

Gold Coin 4 
After you pass the tunnel with green lights keep going and gain speed.  
If you stick slightly to the right you'll crash into the wall where the coin  
is which is near the main road. 

>>Once you get to the end of the freeway this would be the 3 freeway  
exit point. 

Silver Coin 4 
Take the right road at the 3 freeway exit point. Now stay on the level  
with the trees and stay on the right side. The coin is just pass the small  
conveyer belt. 

Silver Coin 5 
Just before the finish line there are 2 lava lamp looking structures. The  
silver coin is floating near the left one. Just ram into the structure at  
about 20 mph and sooner or later you'll touch it. 

Gold Coin 5 
Near the lava lamp structure on the left side of it there is a cave. Go into 
it and stay on the left side. You should hit a ramp upside down and fly to  
the coin. 

Silver Coin 6 
After you enter the tunnel where you found Silver Coin 3 go into the  
fenced area just before Gold Coin 4 

Gold Coin 6 and 7 
From the Start/Finish turn around and go backwards, follow the right wall 
to find the tunnel. Go through it at about 80 mph, flip around so you stop  
and land on the ground in the tunnel. There is a small opening that leads  
to an underground stunt track on the left wall. You'll find the coin in mid 
air in the middle of the secret area. The second coin is down a shaft on  
one side with a converyerbelt moving towards the main area. Get lots of 
speed and jump in there. 

Gold Coin 8 
If you turn around at the starting line, head strait and turn right at the lava 
lamps. Go up the hill and stay on the left dirt road in an angle. You should  
fly to the second level of the parking garage. The coin is up there. 
(Contribute by Greg Carson) 

Silver Coin 7 
After Silver Coin 3 (in the cave with 
green lights on the ceiling)容xit the cave and stop.  
On the left side of the cave is a tree.  A silver coin 
is hidden in the tree.  You need to turn around and 
drive up the wall to reach it. 
(Contribute by Eric C.) 

Silver Coin 8 
Turn around at the starting line, head strait and turn right at the lava 
lamps. Go up the hill and stay on the right dirt road. You should  
fly Above the tunnel that leads further into the track.. The coin is up there. 



---------------------------------------- 
>>Track 3 - Civic 
------------------ 

Silver Coin 1 
When you start the race and cross the first bridge turn around and head  
off road to the left. Now in the ditch go under the bridge. 

Gold Coin 1 
At the start of the race there is a secret road to the right. Get some  
speed and jump off the dirt ramp and you'll collect the coin in the air.  
Note- Its easier if you complete the lap and before you get to the last  
section, the last turn stay to the left. Jump off the conveyer belt and on a  
high rise glass platform. This will lead you to the same place but skiping  
the dirt area. 

Silver Coin 2 
Continue on to the area where you race under a couple bridges. Just  
before the turn to the left find the last bridge and head to the right side  
of it. You should find an enterance and be able to drive over the road to  
the left. The coin waits there. 

Silver Coin 3 
After you make that turn to the left go off road on the right side of the  
track. Search behind one of the buildings for the coin. 

Gold Coin 2 
Now head back to the straight away with the bridges. Before you get to  
the turn, turn around. Stay on the right side and gain speed. Once you  
see the gap slightly turn right and run over the switch. A building ahead  
should open up and you will fly through it to land on a levitated road. Stay 
on this road and you should enter a building with strange walls. Stop here 
before you get out. Now go about 30 mph and you should fall on top of  
another building. Circle around it to find the coin. 

Silver Coin 4 
After the figure 8 area you'll pass the section with the planes flying over. 
Just after you make the right turn go off road to the right and behind the  
building is the silver coin. 

Gold Coin 3 
The gold coin is in the same area as Silver coin 4. Look for a gap between 
the buildings where a small grassy hill can be found. Use this hill to get  
on top of the building with the coin. Its a bit tricky. 

Gold Coin 4 
This coin can be found in the last area of the track, the long straight away. 
Head to the left and go on the conveyer belt but ether slow down or get  
a stick feel to the wall before you jump. Try to get youself to the center  
of the road and on a platform. The coin is there. 

Silver Coin 5 
After that, just past the beam, go to the left side and look for the coin hidden  
behind to buildings off road.  

Silver Coin 6 



In the same area but on the right side of the road is another Silver coin.  

Gold Coin 5 
Just before the finish line turn around behind the last building to the left.  
Theres a secret enterance. Go through it until you come to the section of 
the road where its broken. Slowly drive down it and on the dirt. The coin  
is on a small ledge sticking out. 

Gold Coin 6 
Go to the satilite shortcut which can be found after the figure 8 track  
area. Its on the left side. Enter it backwards and gain some speed in the  
tunnel. Jump off the conveyerbelt ramp and you hopefully might catch  
the coin in mid air. You might have to do this one several time. 

Silver Coin 7 
After the right turn just before the multi bridge are stay on the right 
side and you'll find an opening with the coin inside. Its before Silver 
Coin 2. 

Gold Coin 7 
Just before you reach the figure 8 track area, stay on the left side  
of the track. Take the first left fork in the road. You should see a  
small grassy bump to let you drive on the building. Drive on the  
building and go in the opening to the right. The coin is on the next 
turn left.

Gold Coin 8 
Before you reach the finish line and just after the last turn, stay on 
the right side and take the right shortcut. Go through the tunnel and 
before you jump out slow to about 50 mph.Land on the buildings  
and slowly move on. Turn right when you can to find the last gold  
coin.

Silver Coin 8 
When you get to the figure 8 track area. Go left at the first fork in the 
road and keep going to jump 2 times over the gaps. You should get  
near the gigantic dish. Go to the end of it and ram up the smooth 
part of it to get to the roof which is under the dish. The coin hides  
around the right. 

---------------------------------------- 
>>Track 4 - Metro 
------------------ 

Gold Coin 1 
After the big 270* turn gain speed and jump off the road in an angle to  
the right. You should land on the buildings and its hiding behind a small  
third story structure. 

Gold Coin 2 
Once you get to the area with cones and the turn to the right, turn around 
and head back and gain some speed. You'll find a coin in mid air. 

Silver Coin 1 
After the first half pipe section gain some speed on the straghtway. Now  
ether turn slightly to the left of the right. You should land on a blue upper 
road. Keep going until your in the middle and turn slightly left to land on  
a clear platform to the left. Now you should land on a grovel roof. Go  



around it to find the coin hidden behind another building on top. 

Gold Coin 3 
Now turn around and head back the way you came and gain speed.  
Stay in the middle of the road and you should fly to the coin which is in  
mid air. 

Silver Coin 2 
When you reach the second half pipe turn left between the buildings to  
find a silver coin. 

Gold Coin 4 
When you get to the second half pipe stay in the middle of the road and  
turn to the left when you reach the pillars. You should find a secret  
shortcut that goes straight up. Once you reach the top you will fly in mid  
air and hopefully touch the coin thats is up there. 

Silver Coin 3 
The silver coin is on a platform just right of the top of this secret shortcut.  
Try turning slightly to the right.  

Gold Coin 5 
On the platform where you find Silver Coin 3 continue on it and fall to a  
full half pipe area where the coin is resting. 

Gold Coin 6 
This coin is on top of the red building just past the secret shortcut. You  
have to fly really far to get it. Its hard. 

Silver Coin 4 
Go back to the second half pipe area and continue forth. When you  
reach the cones and the freeway leg go straight to the buildings and  
behind it is another silver coin. 

Sliver Coin 5 
After silver coin 4 go back on the main road and look between the buildings  
to the left side. One where its a tight squeeze holds a Silver Coin. 

Gold Coin 7 
After you find gold coin 5 slowly drive out of the half pipe to find another  
platform which holds another Gold Coin. From here go about 50 mph off  
this roof and to the red builing roof to pick up Gold Coin 6. 

Silver Coin 6 
After the first quarter pipe continue on. Past the part where you see 
the bay to the right. Keep going and soon on the right side you'll find a  
switch. This opens up a door up ahead before a 1208 turn to the left. The 
coin is up the loop. 

Silver Coin 7 
Before you make the big jump right before the first quarter pipe look  
in between the buildings to the right to find the coin. 

Gold Coin 8 
Get to the shortcut that goes strait up (where you find gold coin  
4).Follow to the top and cotinue as fast as you can once you reach the  
flat part at the top then turn to the area on your right where your would  
drop down to the miniture half pipe (to pick up gold coin 5).  But instead  
of droping down go of at the corner on your left.  You should land on a  
building where the coin awaits you. 



(contribute by Matt) 

Silver Coin 8 
After gold coin #2, just past the cones, turn right at the first 'T'  
intersection.  On the right side at the end of this street there is a  
church with blue steps. There is a small path on the right side by the 
trees that leads to a silver coin! 
(contribute by frozen_solid_16@hotmail.com) 

                                                         

----------------------------------------- 
>>Track 5 - Mission 
-------------------- 

Silver Coin 1 
As you start the track steer slightly to the right and hit the ramp at an  
angle.You should fly to the buildings on the right side. The silver coin is  
hiding up there. 

Silver Coin 2 
Continue on to where the track merges back together again. Stay on the  
right side and when you see an opening steer into it. Now turn left. You  
should see a switch and an opening in a building just past it. Go on ether  
side of the opening to find another Silver Coin. 

Gold Coin 1 
If you turn around on the main road after collecting Silver Coin 2 and  
keep driving you should eventually see a conveyerbelt going inside a  
building. Go on it but try braking as much as possible so you stay on the  
platformjust past the conveyerbelt. After that go on a thin platform over the 
main road to collect the coin. 
(second way) 
There is an easier way to get the coin. Just before you go into the  
corridor for the Silver Coin 2 turn around and just to the right is a blue 
building ramp. Get to the top but don't fall over. Stay on the right side and  
carefully try to get on the level path on the right. turn around so your  
faceing the way you came and give a good amount of gas. Jump on the next 
roof and now carefully land on that beam you have to cross. 

Gold Coin 2 
Continue on the track to where a switch can be found to apring out a  
screw-like battering ram. Don't hit the switch, its not part of the trick.  
Gain alittle speed and turn alittle to the right so when you jump off you'll  
land on the roof of a building to the right of a long conveyerbelt.Now turn  
around and jump off the building at about 50 mph to a small area of  
another building to find the coin. 

Silver Coin 3 
Just past this long area you will find a right turn. Go off road right before  
the first set of buildings. You'll find the coin hiding infront of the building. 

Silver Coin 4 
Continue on the road until you get to the section where theres a big lake  
to the left and the road becomes hilly. Go offroad to the right to find a  
rather important looking building. The coin sits in front of the front doors. 

Silver Coin 5 



Keep go until you come to the section where you have to make a rather  
sharp left then a right. After that past the first intersection and then turn  
right at the second one. Now turn left and head straightto find the coin. 

Silver Coin 6 
After you get Silver Coin 5 turn around and turn right. Keep going over  
the main road and find an opening on the leftside building. To get in get  
alittle speed on the main road. Carefull there are lots of little structures  
inside to make to blow up. Go inside and look behind the Cargo on the  
right for another coin. 

Gold Coin3
After getting Silver Coin 6 you'll find an opening up ahead. (You can also  
use this opening to get in.) You'll see a path on the right side. Go on it  
and gain speed but don't go full throttle. Before you jump turn slightly left  
to land on another platform. Now go through the small crack to the right of  
the building for a gold coin. 

Gold Coin 4 
Go to the small warehouse where you found Silver Coin 6 and go through 
the hidden track going backwards on the track (the same way to get Gold  
Coin 3). Before you make the first jump turn to the left to land on the tall  
building. Now look for the bridge to collect the coin. 

Gold Coin 5 (with secret entrance) 
From the area you got Silver Coin 5 turn around and stay on the wall to 
your left. You should turn and find a small red barrior. With luck you can 
make it over it with  alittle ram power and make it on the other side. You 
can now go to a secret area and go on a pier to safely climb the boat.  
Look for a tunnel near the pier to find the coin. You can also just try to 
jump on the boat to reach the coin. 

Gold Coin 6 
Go back to where you found Silver Coin 4 and make the turn right. Now 
stay on the right side of the road and you should find an opening with  
green glass walls on ether side. Go into the route and stay staight. 
You should eventually come to a quarter pipe with a whole pipe on its  
left. Go straight up the quarter pipe and turn slightly to the right. After the 
flip you'll see the coin on a long thin platform to your left. 

Silver Coin 7 
Using the same tactic to enter the secret shortcut as Gold Coin 6, keep 
to the right side of the wall and you should find a small opening go in it 
and look around for the coin. 

Silver Coin 8 
Go to the area where you found Silver coin 7. Slow down before the ramp  
that leads up to the quarter and whole pipe and turn right. You should be  
inside the area with a big fish tank and some buildings. Turn left  
RIGHT after going into that area and stick to the wall with the green  
and orange glass above. Keep going straight along the wall and you'll  
see the last silver coin straight ahead. It looks like you might not  
be able to get to it but you will. It's slightly hidden but you'll see  
it if you follow the directions. 
(Contributed by Robert) 

Gold Coin 7 

Do Track 5 backwards. After going down the hill and taking a left, take  



the next left then right turn through those buildings. On the left you  
should see the ramp leading up to the green glass walls and the whole pipe. Go  
inside the whole pipe and hit the switch, then come back out EXACTLY  
the way you came. Don't take the shortcut on the left. Stop under the little  
bridge that is gold and black and turn around. Go forward as fast as you can  
and take the turn wide and then cut back to the right and go inside the two  
car length wide yellow tunnel. Cut slow ly across to the left at the edge  
and you should land on the big left- curving gray ledge ahead. Continue  
going as fast as you can and you'll jump on a little platform don't slow down.  
You'll see a switch to the right, but DON'T hit it. Just before the edge on  
the jump do a controlled right turn, and you should be going fast. If you  
followed the instructions correctly, you'll land on a brownish building  
to the right with a big H with a circle around it. The coin is just to the  
right of the H. 
Note: This may take a few tries to get it exactly right. Landing on the  
H brown building can be tricky but you'll get it eventually. 

(Contribute Robert Onley) 

Gold Coin 8 
Go to the section of the track there you found Silver Coin 4 or short hilly  
area. Go back alittle to gain some speed and floor it. When you get to  
the tallest little hill on the left side steer towards it. Hopefully you 
land on a leveled freeway. The coin is down the road. 

----------------------------------------- 
>>Track 6 - Presido 
------------------- 

Silver Coin 1 
After you exit this first tunnel turn around and the silver coin is waiting on  
the left side of the tunnels mouth. 

Gold Coin 1 
Keep going until you get to the first set of buildings where the road elevates  
pretty good. Stay in the second lane on the opposing side road and go about  
120 mph to collect the coin right behind the first bridge. 

Gold Coin 2 
Stay on that same lane and put the pedal to the metal. You'll collect this  
coin in mid air. 

Silver Coin 2 
Right before the switch on the right of the track farther on you'll find an opening  
and the coin is in there. 

Silver Coin 3 
When you get to the second urban area you will come to a sharp turn to  
the left. There is a gas station to the left before the turn. Hiding there is  
the coin. 

Gold Coin 3 
Use the shortcut for Silver Coin 7. Now just continue down the tunnel and when  
you come out make sure to stay in the middle.You can see this coin in the air just  
before the second sharp left turn in the 2nd urban area. 



Gold Coin 4 
Continue on the road until you find a curve pipe like platform to the right.  
Slow abit down and jump at an angle from left to right to get in there. Gain  
speed on the turn and fly out to collect this mid air coin. 

Silver Coin 4 
After Gold Coin 4 continue on to the next left turn and you'll find the coin  
on the right side just past the turn. 

Silver Coin 5 and Gold Coin 5 
Go back to the same area where you collected Gold Coin 4. Go on the grassy 
area on the opposite side of the main road. Continue on it to a clear platform.  
Keep going and you'll find a Silver Coin. But wait! Act now to get  
another coin. :) You can go through the wall behind the coin to a tunnel  
for a gold coin. As you reach the end of the tunnel slow down to a crawl  
and fall out. Use your wings to land upright and the coin is yours. 

Gold Coin 6 
This one is wild to get. When you get to the second urban area gain speed  
before you reach that first switch to the right (this is the second right  
switch of the track). Stay on the right side and start turning left before  
the jump. You should fly through a watery like opening and hopefully  
land on a levitated platform. There is a ramp at ones side. Gain speed and  
jump that. You should land on another small top building. Now go to the left and  
fall out to yet another roof to collect the coin. 
[If you take the course backwards you will eventually find a switch on the left  
side. Hit the switch and stay on the right to find a ramp. This is a much easier 
way to get the coin.] 
(Contribute by Bob) 

Gold Coin 7 
After you collect Gold Coin 6 continue on to the set of buildings to the right 
(if you went through the water front enterance it would be more to the  
left), you'll find the coin sitting in the middle of one of the roofs. 

Gold Coin 8 
After you find Gold Coin 5 stay on the right side. You'll find a path off road  
and eventually jump into a loop. Slow down so when you reach the top part 
you will fall out. The coin is in mid air in the middle of the loop. 
(contribute by Bob) 

Silver Coin 6 
When you get to the track with that curve pipe structure on the right side 
go to the otherside and instead of going strait to get Silver Coin 5 go under 
the clear platform and turn around. The coin is at the end. 

Silver Coin 7 
Head back to the 2nd urban area at top speed. There is a clear platform 
on the opposite side of Silver Coin 3. Instead of head left for that sharp 
left turn, head right to go on the platform. The coin is in your path. 

Silver Coin 8 
Use the shortcut to get Silver Coin 7. Continue on past Gold Coin 3 and 
on the right side is the last silver coin. 

======================================================= 
3. High Scores 
------------------- 



Here is the high score section. Lets see how you stand out. The Mike section 
is the times I personally have made(not including the glich). There is a  
player section where you can put your scores. You can e-mail me or send 
some scan picture of the winning time. If the time looks to... fake I reserve  
the right not to put it on so don't complain. You have a much greater chance 
with the picture. So... good luck. 

                 --------Mike-----           
                |                 |          
Track          Lap              Average      
-------------------------------------------- 
1-       1    00:54:600       1 00:57:358    
1-       2    00:54:839       2 00:59:203    
1-       3    00:55:079       3 00:59:263    

1-B      1    00:59:396       1 01:01:233    
1-B      2    01:00:036       2 01:02:695    
1-B      3    01:00:440       3 01:03:987    
     
2-       1    01:17:632       1 01:22:739    
2-       2    01:20:215       2 01:23:423    
2-       3    01:21:848       3 01:25:138    

2-B      1    01:25:399       1 01:28:396    
2-B      2    01:27:231       2 01:28:501    
2-B      3    01:27:252       3 01:29:879    

3-       1    01:19:955       1 01:27:073    
3-       2    01:21:944       2 01:27:783    
3-       3    01:24:897       3 01:29:433    

3-B      1    01:19:283       1 01:23:966    
3-B      2    01:23:265       2 01:24:278    
3-B      3    01:23:807       3 01:30:980    

4-       1    01:49:101       1 01:53:907    
4-       2    01:49:654       2 01:54:035    
4-       3    01:50:513       3 01:55:082    

4-B      1    01:51:784       1 01:53:888    
4-B      2    01:52:034       2 02:00:506    
4-B      3    01:54:781       3 02:01:892    

5-       1    01:37:790       1 01:41:994    
5-       2    01:37:954       2 01:42:446    
5-       3    01:39:301       3 01:43:538    

5-B      1    01:33:798       1 01:34:301    
5-B      2    01:34:526       2 01:38:377    
5-B      3    01:34:581       3 01:38:993    

6-       1    02:06:309       1 02:18:671    
6-       2    02:06:920       2 02:18:859    
6-       3    02:09:283       3 02:19:143    

6-B      1    02:06:374       1 02:14:392    
6-B      2    02:07:737       2 02:26:423    
6-B      3    02:13:939       3 02:28:672    



======================================================== 
4. Glitches 
------------------------- 

The following glitches have been found using the N64 version. 
Its possible they can be recreated for the Dreamcast version but it is 
untestes. 

>>Glitch - Music 
Just when I was about to race track 5 I hit the start button and select quit  
to go back on the title screen. I believe the time when I hit the pause  
button is just after the announcer saids One. The result? The music for  
track 5 continued on the title screen. Cool huh? But I don't think this happen 
because of the timing. I've notice pauseing the game before a race  
begins and then unpausing to find out the music is halfway through already. 

>>Glitch -  Track 1 
Right where you pick up Silver Coin 4 look off at the distance to the left.  
One of the hanging trams seem to be stuck or something. It just keeps  
shaking left and right in a funny way. Is there some super secret to it?  
E-mail me if you find out.  

>>Glitch - Crash Bug! 
Guess what? I have gotten a game crash. It was on Track 5. In the area  
where you find the Gold Coin 2. I landed on the long conveyerbelt on the  
right side of the track. I started straching the side of the wall and aborted.  
I was placed back on the track but nothing moved except for the coin  
display and also my car was flashing. I had to reset. 

>>Glitch -  Scores 
I don't know if this has happen to any of you but it sure did for me. On  
track 1 it tells me I have complete a lap in 3.747 seconds! This was the 
second race lap. The third lap had the time for that lap as well as the rest 
of the second lap. It also happen on track 4 with a time of 4.024 seconds. 
Apparendly there are still some bugs left. 

>>Glitch -  Track 3 
In the area where you found Silver Coin 1 go to the right side of the ditch. 
Now drive up the left side wall and the background will disappear until  
you reach the ground again. 

>>Glitch -  Laps! 
If you take a look every now and then at the track select screen on Single 
Race, the number of laps is  might end up being 0. I have no idea how this  
happen but when it does try playing it that way. Its like playing in Practice mode 
but everytime you make a lap it'll say something wrong followed by 
"laps to go". I got 'Rush laps to go' for the first and it started counting upwards  
(i.e. '2 laps to go' followed by '3 laps to go' ect.). 
After lap 5 or 6 it just made sound effects followed by the usual 'laps to go'. 

>>Glitch - Odd angle 
Sometimes when you race and crash you might abort back on the track with 
the camera angle slightly to the left of the car. There does not seem to  
be any real way to produce it again at will but it can be alot of fun 
to race with. 

>>Glitch - Track 6  (DC) 
About 3/4 way through the track you come to the top of a hill with 
a left turn that climbs another hill.  There is a building here that  



does not have a 90 degree corner, but instead has two 135 degree angles. 
(There is a gold coin right before this point, floating above the  
road). Start on the left side of the road and hug the building (going about  
20-30 mph), when you get to the first 135 degree corner, turn into it  
sharply, if you can do it right without the camera angle changing, you will 
go into the building.  Your view is all messed in here, and if you go 
too far, you're fall (and fall and fall) and eventually hit a "dead  
area" sending you immediately back to the road. 
(contributed by bt) 

=================================== 
5.Secrets 
------------ 

>>Secret   Underground stunt track 
On track 2 going backwards, follow the right wall to find a tunnel. Go through  
it at about 80 mph, flip around so you stop and land on the ground in the  
tunnel. There is a small opening that leads to an underground stunt track on the  
left wall.  

>>Secret Area?   Track 3 
After the figure 8 area stay on the left side of the road. When you get to 
the area with the jets flying look on the left side for a sort of stretch blue 
barrier area. You can actually climb over it but lots of invisible barriers 
prevent you from going to far. Know any ways through or anything else? 
E-mail me.

>>Secret Area?   Track 2 
When you go into the last tunnel before the start/finish line you'll do a couple 
turns. Before you come out to the open area right before the lava lamp 
like structures there seems to be 2 yellow lines going right through the  
wall on the right. Know anything about it? E-mail me. 

>>Secret entrance to a hidden area   Track 5 
From the area you got Silver Coin 5 turn around and stay on the wall to 
your left. You should turn and find a small red barrior. With luck you can 
make it over it with  alittle ram power and make it on the other side. You 
can now go to a secret area and go on a pier to safely climb the boat. 

==================================== 
6. Codes 
----------- 

The following codes are for the N64 version: 
---------------------------------------------------- 

** This is the first code you will definitly need to put. 
On the main menu screen hold L, R, Z, up C, and right C. You might  
have to do this a couple times since they all have to be press at the same  
time. Use the following sigle star codes: 

   *Invincibility  
   Press C-Right, L, R(2), L. Then, hold C-Left + C-Down and press Z.  

   *All parts  



   Hold L + R and press Z. Release the buttons, then press C-Down, C-Up,  
   C-Left, C-Right. Then, hold L + R and press Z.  

  *MASS 
   Press the following sets of buttons together quickly 
   1. R and CD 
   2. L and CU 
   3. R and CL 
   4. L and CR 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *SUPER TIRES 
   Tap the following buttons in order: 
   Z x3, L, R, CU x2, CL, CR, CD 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *BRAKES
   1. Tap CD x2  
   2. Press and Hold L and R and Tap CU 
   3. Tap CU x2 
   4. Press and Hold L and R and Tap CD 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *INVISIBLE TRACK 
   1. Tap CR x2 
   2. Press and Hold L and R and Tap CL 
   3. Tap CL x2 
   4. Press and Hold L and R and Tap CR 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *INVISIBLE CAR 
   Tap the following buttons in order: CU, CD, CL, CR, L, R, Z 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *ALL CARS: 
   Press the following buttons in order: 
   C-Left x3, C-Up x3, C-Right x3, C-Down x3, Press and hold L, R, C-Up,  
   C-Left, C-Down and C-Right. As you are holding down those buttons tap  
   the Z Button. 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *BATTLE PAINT SHOP: 
   Tap the following buttons in order 
   1. Z x3
   2. CD x3 
   3. CL x3 
   4. CR 
   5. CU 
   6. CL 
   7. CD 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *SUPER SPEED: 
   1. Tap Z 
   2. Press and hold L and R then tap Z 
   3. Tap CD 
   4. Press and hold L and R then tap CD 
   5. Tap CU x3 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 



   *FOG COLOR: 
   1. Press and hold CU and CR then tap L 
   2. Press and hold CD and CL then tap R 
   3. Tap in order: CR, CL, CR, CL 
   (contribute by k0rn2000@hotmail.com) 

   *Frame Scale 
   1. Tap CD x2 
   2. Press and Hold L and R and Tap CL 
   3. Tap CL x2 
   4. Press and Hold L and R and Tap CR 
   (contribute by dlschmitz@postnet.com) 

**Super Start - (default controller setting) Hold L during the pre-race  
countdown in race mode. Release L and hold R when the countdown  
reaches "3". Release R and hold L when the countdown reaches "2".  
Release L and hold R when the countdown reaches "1". If done right,  
your car will get a boost start.  

**Extreme Mirror Mode 
When you are on the track select screen highlight mirrior and press 
all 4 of the C buttons. Now move left or right for extreme mirror 
mode.

The following codes are for the Dreamcast version: 
------------------------------------------------------------ 

**Cheat menu 
At the main menu, highlight the "Options" selection, then hold  
L + R + X + Y to display a cheat menu at the bottom of the screen.  
Use the following one star code to unlock more codes: 

   *All Cars 
    Highlight the "All Cars" option on the cheat menu, then press A 
    (2), Y(2), L(2). Hold R + X. Release the buttons, then hold L + A.  

   *Invincibility  
    Highlight the "Invincible" option on the cheat menu, then hold  
    L + X and press Y, A. Release the buttons, then hold R + A + X + Y.  

   *Invisible car  
    Highlight the "Invisible Car" option on the cheat menu, then hold L + X. 
    Release the buttons, then hold R + Y. Release the buttons, then press  
    A and hold L + R and press X. Release the buttons, then press Y(3).  

   *Invisible track  
   Highlight the "Invisible Track" option on the cheat menu, then press  
   R, L, Y, X, A(2), X, Y and hold L + R and press A.  

   *Track orientation  
   Highlight the "Track Orientation" option on the cheat menu, then hold 
   L + R and press X. Release the buttons, then press A, X, Y. Hold 
   L + R and press X.  

   *Change Fog Color 
    Highlight the "Fog Color" option on the cheat menu, then hold L + 
    X. Release the buttons, then hold A + X. Release the buttons,  



    then hold Y + X. Release the buttons, then hold R + X. 

   *Battle Paint Shop 
    Highlight the "Battle Paint Shop" option on the cheat menu, then 
    hold Y and press R, L, R, L. Release the button, then press X(3).  

   *Super tires  
   Highlight the "Super Tires" option on the cheat menu, then hold R and 
   press X(3). Release the button, then hold L and press A(2), Y.  

   *Track Orientation 
    Highlight the "Track Orientation" option on the cheat menu, then 
    hold L + R and press X. Release the buttons, then press A, X, Y.  
    Hold L + R and press X.  

   *Brakes  
   Highlight the "Brakes" option on the cheat menu, then press Y(3) and 
    hold L + R + A + X.  

   *Increase mass  
   Highlight the "Mass" option on the cheat menu, then hold A and 
   press X(2), Y. Release the button, then press L, R.  

   *Super Speed 
    Highlight the "Super Speed" option on the cheat menu, then hold Y 
    + R and press L. Release the buttons, then hold A + X. Release  
    the buttons, then press A(3).  

   *Random battle mode weapons  
   Highlight the "Random Weapons" option on the cheat menu, then  
   hold L + A and press X, Y. Release the buttons, then hold R + A 
   and quickly press X, Y.  

   *Toggle demolition battle mode  
   Highlight the "Demolition Battle" option on the cheat menu, then 
    hold L + A and press Y, X. Release the buttons, then hold R + A 
    and quickly press Y, X. In this mode, all of the weapons that are  
    picked up will be battering rams. You have to physically hit an  
    opponent to destroy him. This code overrides the "Random battle  
    mode weapons" codes.  

================================= 
7. Secret Cars (both versions) 
----------------- 

GX-2          Get 24 Gold Coins in Race Mode 
Mini XS       Get 36 Gold Coins in Race Mode 
Locust LX     Get all the silver coins in Race mode 

Crusher       Get 16 gold coins in stunt mode 
Euro LX       Get 24 gold coins in stunt mode. 
Venom         Get all the silver coins in stunt mode. 

Panther       Get all gold and silver coins in both  
                    race and stunt modes.  

================================= 

The End. Thanks for reading. Please read again.   :) 
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